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Abstract

We have searched for signatures of pohization in hadronic jets from
2° + g~ decays using the ‘~et handedness’ method. The charge azymme-
try induced by the high SLC dectron beam polarization was used to sdect
quark or antiquarkjets, qected to be left- and right-pokized, respectively.
We find no evidence for jet handednessin ow global sample nor in a sample
of tight quwk jets. We set upper ~ts of 5.l% and 9.170respectively on the
magnitude of the analyzingpower of this techniqueat the 95% C.L. We have
studied severalalternativedetitions of jet handednessand fid no signalby
any method.
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The transport of parton polarization in strong interactions is of fundamental
interest. It is at present an open question whether the polarization of quarks pro-
duced in hard cofisions is observable via the find-state fragmentation products in
the resulting jets. The 2° resonance is an ided place to study this issue as the
fermions in 2° decays are predicted by the Standard Model (SM) to be highly lon-
gitudindy polarized. If a method of observing such polarization were developed, it
codd be appfied to jets produced in a variety of hard processes, elucidating the spin
dynamics of the underlying interactions.

In the process e+e- ~ 2° ~ q~ the polarization of the outgoing quark of flavor
f, Pj, is given at tree level by [1] :

At(l +COS26) + 2AZ COS8
Pj(e) = C$ – c; = –

OR + UL 1 + 2AfAz COS8 + COS26 ‘
(1)

where Az = (A. – P.- )/(1 – A. Pe- ), A\ = 2vf af /(v~ + a;), P.- is the Iongitudind
polarization of the electron beam, Vt and at are the vector and axial-vector coupfings
of fermion ~ to the 2° and Ois the polar angle of the outgoing quark with respect to
the electron beam. The SM predicts A.,P,r = 0.16, A“,c = 0.67 and Ad,s,b= 0.94. The
corresponding ~ has opposite polarization, so in order to observe a net polarization,
it is necessary to distinguish quark jets from antiquark jets.

Experimentdy this is problematic, however 2° bosons are produced at the SLAC
Linear Co~der (SLC) in cofisions of highly polarized electrons with unpolarized
positrons. In 1993 the average electron beam polarization was 63.0~1.1% [2]. The
SM predicts a large difference in polar angle distributions between quarks and an-
tiquarks, providing an unbiased separation of quark and antiquark jets. We define
the ‘heficity’ of jets at a given cos 0

(2)

This polarization is independent of quark flavor, and reaches 0.72 and 0.52 in mag-
nitude at ltirge Icos e I for beam polarizations of –0.63 and +0.63, respectively. The
experiment d chdenge is to find an observable sensitive to this expected underlying
polarization.

Nachtmann [3] and Efremov et al. [4] have speculated that the polarization of
the underlying quarks may be observable inclusively via a triple product of track
moment a in jets. Arguing that quark fragmentation may resemble an n-body strong
decay, they note that the simplest observable with the same parity properties as ph.~
has the form

Q= F.(& x&) (3)

where ~ is a unit vector along the jet tis, corresponding to the spin direction of
a Iongitudina~y polarized quark which produced the jet, and k; and k; are the
moment a oft wo particles in the jet chosen by some charge-independent prescription
and taken in some suitable rest frame. Although no quantitative estimate of the
size of O is given, it is argued in [5] that such a term must arise from interference
bet ween two processes, for example fragmentation into mmr and fragmentation into
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pr where p - mm. Thus <0> might be maximized for triplets of pions nearby in
rapidity in which an oppositely charged pair has invariant mass near the p mass, and
the unpaired track along with the oppositely charged track in the pair are used to
cdcdat e ~ in the 3-pion rest frame. It is dso argued that evidence of polarization is
more fikely to be visible in leading tracks in jets. Ryskin has proposed [6] a physical
model of the transport of quark polarization in the context of a string fragmentation
sche~e, which gives a nonzero expectation value of ~ in the laboratory frame if ~1
and k2 are the momenta of two hadrons cent aining quarks from the same string
breakup.

An alternative variable is the ‘chirtity’ of jets,

(4)

This polarization is independent of cos 0 but depends on quark flavor. A correspond-
ing observable is a triple pr~duct in which the two particle momenta are ordered
by charge, i.e. Q&i = ~. (k+ x k:), since the sign of QChi in antiquark jets is the
same as that in quark jets of the same flavor and opposite polarization. Jets from
2° decays comprise a mixture of quark flavors, and one might expect an effective
total chirdty Pchi = –Eqsq~A~ = 3aAd – 2&A” = 0.39, where s~ is the sign of
the charge of q and R. =0.17 and & =0.22 are the SM fractions of hadronic 2°
decays into uti or cz and di, s~ or b~respectively.

A jet may be defined as left~(right-)handed if ~ is negative (positive). For an
ensemble of jets the jet handedness H is defined as the asymmetry in the number
of left- and right-handed jets:

It can then be asserted that
H = aP, (6)

where P is the average polarization of the underlying quarks in the ensemble of jets,
and a is the analyzing power of the method.

In this letter we present the results of a search for jet handedness using a sample
of N50,000 hadronic 2° decays co~ected by the SLD experiment [7]. We have apptied

the methods suggested in [4, 5] and [6], which we dso extended to be more inclusive.

In ‘each case we used both the heficity and chirtity methods of defining Q and

hence H. A handedness signal maybe diluted in heavy quark events (Z” ~ CZ,b~),
since many tracks are from decays of spinless heavy mesons, and Dfitz et al. have
concluded [8] that any effect resulting from D* or B* decays should be very smd. We
therefore divided our data cleanly into samples of fight (u, d,s) and heavy (b, c) quark
events using the quark tifetime information, and sought evidence for polarization in
each.

The analysis presented here is based on charged tracks measured in the central
drjft chamber and vertex detector. A set of cuts was appfied to select quark and
antiquark jets we~-cent ained within the detector accept ante. Tracks were required
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to have (i) a closest approach to the beam tis within 5 cm, and within 10 cm along
the beam tis of the measured interaction point, (ii) a polar an~e 0 with respect
to the beam axis with Icos 01 <0.80, and (iii) a minimum momentum transverse to
this axis of p~ > 150 MeV/c. Events were required to contain a minimum of five
such tracks, a thrust [9] axis direction with respect to the beam axis, 6T, within
Icos OTI <0.71, and a minimum charged visible energy E“i~>20 GeV, where d
tracks were assigned the charged pion mass. Two-jet events were selected using the
JADE clustering algorithm [10] at yc”~ = 0.03, and the jet aco~nearity angle was
required to be less than 20°.

In addition to considering this global sample, events were classified as tight (u,
d or s) or heavy (c or h) events based on impact parameters of charged tracks
measured in the SLD vertex detector. Events containing no track with impact
parameter transverse to the beam tis more than 3C from the co~sion point were
assigned to the fight quark sample and d other events were assigned to the heavy
quark sample. The purities of these two samples were estimated from simulations to
be 84% and 70% respectively [11]. From our 1993 data sample 17,853 events passed
these cuts, of which 9,977 were assigned to the fight quark sample.

Fo~owing [5] we first considered the three highest momentum tracks in each
jet in their rest frame if they had total charge Al. The invariant mass of both
oppositely charged pairs was required to be in the range 0.6 < m < 1.6 GeV/c2.

The tracks for~ng~he higher mass pair were used to calculate ~hel = ~. (k; X k:)

and ~Chi= ~.(k+ x k_ ), where Ikyj > Ik< Iand ~is the thrust tis signed so as to point
along the jet direction. The distributions of ~h.{ and Qchi are shown in fig. 1 along
with the predictions of the JETSET [12] Monte Carlo simdation program combined
with a simulation of the SLD. No asymmetries are visible in these distributions.
The widths of the distributions are reproduced by the simulation, although the
exact shape is not.

The jet handedness was calculated according to eqn. (5) separately, in the case
of the heticity analysis, for positive and negative electron beam polarization and
for forward (~Z > O) and backward (~z < O) jets. Results are summarized in table
1. In d cases, the measured handeness is consistent with zero. Analyzing powers
were calculated from eqn. (6), where the expected ~h.~ or PC~iwas averaged over
the acceptance in cos 6T for each sample. The analyzing powers of the four hehcity
samples were then combined. Results are shown in table 2. Since fl a are consistent
with zero, we set upper timits at the 9570 confidence level on the magnitudes of the
analyzing powers, dso shown in table 2.

We extended this method to use the N1..d highest momentum particles in each
jet. We considered d oppositely charged pairs i,j among these Nlead particles,
witbout imposing mass cuts, and cdcdated Qj;i and ~~ef for each in the Nl~~d-
particle rest frame. The Qij were then averaged to give Q&i and ~~1. The jet
handedness measured by this method is consistent with zero for W N1..d, both ~
definitions and d data samples. For N1.ad~ 10, upper hmits in the range 5-8% can
be derived, after which the sample size fimits our accuracy.

Foflowing [6] we then-attempted to select ptirs of tracks tikely to contain quarks
fr~m the same string breakup. In studies using the JETSET [12] Monte Carlo we
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Expected Jet Handedness (%)
Method Polarization Au jets Light Jets Heavy Jets

Hehcity:
Pe-<o, tz>o –0.44 0.6&l.9 2.l&2.5 -1.2& 2.8
Pe-<o, iz<o +0.44 -2.5&l.9 -5.l&2.5 0.8& 2.8

Pe->o, iz>o +0.32 1.8~2.l 3.2*2.8 0.1+ 3.1
Pe->o, iz<o –0.32 -2.4* 2.1 -1.5* 2.8 -3.4* 3.1

I Chirfity: I 0.39 I -0.9+ 1.0 I -0.8+ 1.3 I -1.1+ 1.5 I

Table 1: Measured jet handedness in % using the first method.

Analyzing Power (%)
Method Au jets Light Jets Heavy Jets

Heficity: 0.4*2.6 (5.1) 3.4*3.4 ( 9.1) -3.4& 3.9 ( 9.7)
Chirtity: -2.4&2.5 (6.6) -2.0&3.4 (7.8) -2.9& 3.8 ( 9.2)

Table 2: Analyzing powers of the heficity and chirfity jet handedness methods.
Upper fimits at the 95% C.L. on- the magnitudes are shown in parentheses.

found the relative rapidity of tracks in a pair with respect to the jet tis to be useful
for this. Requiring opposite charge does not improve this selection, but was used in
the chirtity analysis.

In each jet the tracks were ordered in rapidity and assigned a number ni =
l...n~,ac~s, where n = 1 for the track with highest rapidity. We then required pairs
of tracks i,j to have [ni —nj [ < An and rnu(ni ~nj)< nma~. Since the signal is
expect ed t~ increase with momentum transverse to the thrust axis, we dso required

lPtil+ lPtjl > Pmin. We crdcdated ~~i and ~~~, in the laboratory frame for each
pair satisfying these criteria and averaged them to obtain Oje*. An, nrna=, and p~i.
were then varied in an attempt to maximize the handedness signal. In no case do
we find evidence for non-zero jet handedness. We obtain upper timits in the range
5-9% for d data samples and for d nm.= and An for pmi~ <2 GeV/c. Statistics
become poor in the potentidy interesting, high-pmi. region.

A number of systematic checks were performed for each method. AU analyses
were found to be insensitive to the track and event selection cuts, and to the jet-
finding algorithm (we tried the E, EO and P versions of the JADE algorithm, as
wefl as the Geneva and Durham algorithms [13]) and yctit values used to select 2-
jet events. Each analysis was found to be insensitive to the values of the selection

criteria for tracks used to define 0. Each analysis was performed on samples of Monte

Carlo events in which no handedness was simulated. AU results were consistent with
ze;o, implying no analysis biases at the level of 1Yo in H. We found no correlation
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between the Q values in the two jets in an event at the 1% level.
In conclusion, we have searched for evidence of quark polarization in hadronic

2° decays using two jet handedness techniques. To optimize a signal, we studied a
wide range of parameters for each technique. In each case we employed both heficity
and chirtity analyses, and sought signals separately in samples of fight and heavy
quark jets as we~ as in the globrd sample. We found no evidence for a non-zero jet
handedness. This impfies that the transport of quark polarization through the jet
fragmentation process is smd, and gives upper tirnits of 9% on the analyzing power
of the methods presented here for fight quark jets, and 670 averaged over jets of d
flavors.

We thank the personnel of the SLAC accelerator department and the technical
staffs of our co~aborating instutions for their outstanding efforts on our behfi. We
thank R. Dtitz, A. Efremov and M. Ryskln for helpfd comments relating to this
analysis. This work was supported by the Department of Energy; the National Sci-
ence Foundation; the Natural Science Research Councfl of Canada; the Instituto
Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare of Italy; the Ministry of Science, Culture, and Edu-
cation of Japan; and the Science and Engineering Research Councfl of the United
Kingdom.

Figure Caption

1. Measured distribution of (a) ~h.1 and (b) ~Chi as the sofid histogram. The
same distributions from a ‘-Monte Carlo simulation are shown as the dashed

‘histogram.
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